The global stability theorem of G. Reeb is no longer true if the codimension of the foliation is greater than one. However, in the presence of a complete transverse Riemannian structure, B. Reinhart obtained a global stability result. We prove global stability theorems for the much larger class of conformai foliations.
1.
Introduction. An important problem in foliation theory is the study of the influence exerted by a compact leaf upon the global structure of a foliation. For certain classes of foliations, this influence is considerable.
Theorem (Reeb Stability [7] ). Let fFbe a codimension one foliation of a compact connected manifold M. If'&'has a compact leaf with finite fundamental group, then all the leaves of ^are compact with finite fundamental group. This theorem is false for foliations of codimension greater than one. However, in the presence of a certain transverse geometric structure one has the following global stability result.
Theorem (Reinhart Stability [8] ). LetfF be a complete Riemannian foliation of a connected manifold M. Then all the leaves oftfhave the same universal covering space. In particular, if fFhas a compact leaf with finite fundamental group, then all the leaves of Fare compact with finite fundamental group.
Recall that a codimension q foliation J^of a manifold M is conformai if the frame bundle of its normal bundle admits a foliate reduction to the conformai group CO(a) or, equivalently, if its normal bundle admits a basic connection whose holonomy group is contained in CO(a) [11] . Equivalently, & admits a transverse CO(a)-structure in the sense of [1] . In §2 we consider foliations which admit a transverse G-structure of finite type and completeness of such foliations and we prove Theorem 1. Let tFbe a complete conformai foliation of codimension q > 3 of a connected manifold M. Then all the leaves offFhave the same universal covering space.
Stability theorems often involve some finiteness condition on the holonomy of a compact leaf. The local stability theorem of Reeb [7] is of this type and in [5] it is shown that if JHs a complete Riemannian foliation possessing a compact leaf with finite linear holonomy group, then all the leaves of ^are compact with finite linear holonomy group. If L is a leaf of a foliation, we denote by hr(L, x) the infinitesimal holonomy group of order r of L at x g L. Of course, hl(L, x) is just the linear holonomy group of L. In §3 we prove Theorem 2. Let F be a complete conformai foliation of codimension q > 3 of a connected manifold M. If Fhas a compact leaf L0 with h2(L0, x) finite, then all the leaves of Fare compact and h2(L, x) is finite for all L g F. We now construct prolongations of a transverse G-structure and, in particular, the first prolongation of a conformai foliation.
Let F be a smooth codimension q foliation of the connected manifold M. Let E c T(M) be the tangent bundle oiFand let Q = T(M)/E be the normal bundle of F. Let p: F(Q) -» M be the frame bundle of Q, a principal GL(g, R)-bundle. Let G be a Lie subgroup of GL(g, R). Let F be a transverse G-structure on (M,F). That is, P c F(Q) is a reduction to a principal G-bundle such that the natural parallelism along the leaves of F carries elements of P to elements of P [1] . Note that Fis a G-foliation in the sense of [3] . There is a smooth g-dimensional manifold where îe^ [4] (also cf. [10, 9] ). Let V = R«. As in [4] , define 3: g ® V* -> V ® A2 V* by
Let C c K ® A2 F* be a subspace satisfying F ® A2F* = 3(g ® K*) © C. In general there is no natural choice of C. Let 6 be the canonical form on P. It is the F-valued one-form on P defined by
where tt: T(M) -» Q is the natural bundle projection and m: F -» gp(l0 denotes the vector space isomorphism which sends the standard basis of V to the frame u of Qp(u). Let £0 c T(P) be the subbundle tangent toF0. Then oo = T(P)/E0 is the normal bundle of F0.
Let m G P. Then 0U: FU(F) -* V induces a map 0": Q0u r» F. A g-dimensional subspace // of ö0 is called horizontal if 0U: // -* F is an isomorphism. Since i(X) d6 = 0 for all" vector fields X tangent to F0, it follows that (û?o)": Tu(P) x Tu(P) *• F induces a skew-symmetric bilinear mapping (d6)u: Q0a X Q0¡¡ -* V. To each horizontal subspace H <z Q0 we associate c(w, //) g F ® A2F* by restricting (d6)u: Q0u X g0u -* F to// X //"and identifying H with where A* is the fundamental vector field on P induced by A g g and it: TU(P) -> Q0 is the natural bundle projection. Then zH is a linear isomorphism and hence may be regarded as a linear frame of QQu. Let F(Q0) be the frame bundle of Q0. We define the first prolongation Px of (P, F0) by
Pi" [zh e F(Qo)'-H c Öo"is horizontal, u g P, c(u, H) g c}.
Then, by an argument similar to that in [4] , Px is a transverse Gj-structure on (P, F0). Note that P1 carries a foliationFY whose leaves are coverings of the leaves of F0. We define the A:th prolongation (Pk, Fk) of (P, F0) inductively by setting (Pk,Fk) = ((Pk_x\, (Fk_x\), the first prolongation of (Pk_x,Fk^). Then (Pk, Fk) is a transverse G^-structure on(Pk_x, Fk_l).
For the remainder of this section we assume that Fis a conformai foliation of M with g > 3. Thus G = CO(g)= {/l g GL(g,R) :'AA = cl, c g R, c > 0), g = co(g) = {A g gl(g,R):',4 + /I = cl, c G R}.
Note that since the kernel of 3 is isomorphic to g ¡ and dim g, = g [4] , we have dim image( 3 ) = dim g ® V* -dim kernel ( 3 ) = (g(g -l)/2 + l)g -g = g2(g -l)/2 = dim V ® A2F*, so 3 is onto. Thus the only choice of C is C = {0}, whence (P,, ^i) is canonically defined. Since g2 = {0} [4] , we have that (P2, F2) is a transverse {l}-structure on (P,, Fx) so (P,, J*",) is transversely parallelizable. This is false for g = 1,2 since co(g) is of infinite type if g = 1,2.
(2.3) Definition. We say J5" is a complete conformai foliation of M if (P,, Fx) is completely transversely parallelizable.
Remark. If !F is a Riemannian foliation of M (i.e., G = O(q)), then gx = (0) and so (P, F0) is transversely parallelizable. If J5" is a complete Riemannian foliation of A/, then (P, F0) is completely transversely parallelizable.
Without loss of generality we may assume (by passing to a finite cover of M if necessary) that P, and hence P1( is connected. If Fis a complete conformai foliation of M with g > 3, then Aut(P,, J^,) acts transitively on PY by Lemma (2.2) and so all the leaves of Fx are diffeomorphic. Since the leaves of Fx are coverings of the leaves oiF, it follows that all the leaves of JHiave the same universal covering space. where the coefficients aj^ are symmetric in the lower indices. Since Jo(g) -0, we have a'j = 0 for i, j = 1,... ,g. Thus 7o(g) can be uniquely represented by the q symmetric g X g matrices (aljk), (a2k),.. .,(aqk). Since GL(g, R)x is naturally isomorphic to gl(g, R)j = the space of symmetric bilinear mappings V X V -* V, the desired isomorphism of the two groups is immediate. Hence we may regard p: Px -» M as the restriction to P, of 7r2: P2(M, F) -* M, and so p: Ll -> L is a regular covering whose group of covering transformations is isomorphic to h2(L, x0), which completes the proof of the lemma. Let F be a complete conformai foliation of codimension q > 3 of a connected manifold M. Let L0 be a compact leaf of F with h2(L0, x) finite. Let L[ be a leaf of i^i such thatp(Lx) = L. By Lemma (3.2) we have that L: is compact. Since (P,, J*",) is completely transversely parallelizable, it follows from Lemma (2.2) that all leaves of J^ are compact. Also h2(L, x) is finite for all L g J^by Lemma (3.2) and so Theorem 2 is proved. Let F be a complete conformai foliation of codimension q > 3 of a connected manifold M. Then any two leaves of AFwithout holonomy are diffeomorphic.
Since the germ at a point of a conformai transformation of a g-dimensional manifold with g > 3 is determined by the 2-jet of the transformation at that point, we may rephrase Theorem 2 as follows.
Theorem 2'. Let F be a complete conformai foliation of codimension g > 3 of a connected manifold M. If Fhas a compact leaf with finite holonomy group, then all the leaves of Fare compact with finite holonomy group.
